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Outside the military area, Wu Yang was still shouting.

The two people beside him even stepped forward to pull the frame, but they couldn’t
hold it at all. Wang Dongsheng seemed to be mad, beating Orell Lin frantically.

It was not until the last four or five people pulled together that they stopped Wang
Dongsheng and rescued Orell Lin.

However, Orell Lin had already been beaten up at this time.

The nose is blue and the face is swollen, and the blood is flowing.

If it wasn’t for being held by someone, I’m afraid that I would not even be able to stand
firmly.

But even so, Orell Lin still cursed Wang Dongsheng viciously.

“Asshole, you dare to hit me~”

“You…you are so brave!”

Seeing that Orell Lin was still stiff, Wang Dongsheng went over and gave Orell Lin a kick,
kicking him again to eat shit.

“enough!”

“Wang Dongsheng, what do you want to do?”

“Orell Lin is the deputy commander of the military region. How can you offend a small
regiment commander?”

“Hurry up and apologize to Deputy Commander Lin?”

Wu Yang shouted angrily, but stopped the farce.

Wang Dongsheng refused to accept: “Apologize?”



“Why should I apologize?”

“Even if it is an apology, it is also assumed that he has come to apologize.”

“You saw it just now. I’m talking to you, but the old dog Orell Lin crossed one side and hit
me indiscriminately.”

“I, Wang Dongsheng, is also a bloody man. Even if he is the deputy commander, he will
never allow him to insult me   like this.

Wang Dongsheng spoke harshly, his words were strong, but he didn’t mean to
apologize at all.

“Well, you Wang Dongsheng, do you not even listen to me?”

“Even if Orell Lin is wrong, I should teach him a lesson!”

“No matter what reason you have, it is your fault if you beat the superior officer!”

“Now, I order you to apologize to Orell Lin immediately.”

“If this is the case, I can leave it alone for today’s affairs.”

“Otherwise, don’t blame me for your disrespectful crime. Just like that Qinglong, drive
you out of the military area!”

Wu Yang said angrily, and the deep words were full of anger.

Previously, the disobedience of the Qinglong people against him had already caused
Wu Yang’s face to be lost.

Now that Wang Dongsheng collided with him face to face again, this time, Wu Yang
naturally would not give in easily, and still forcibly ordered Wang Dongsheng to
apologize to Orell Lin.

However, what Ling Wuyang didn’t expect was that as soon as his words fell, Wang
Dongsheng took off his military uniform, slapped him, and slammed it in front of Wu
Yang.

“You… what do you want to do?”

Wang Dongsheng’s smash, but Wu Yang was stunned.

He stared at him, his old face stared at Wang Dongsheng, and asked angrily.

Wang Dongsheng replied: “Commander, I just imagined that you were going to leave.
But now it seems that it is no longer necessary.”



Wu Yang shuddered when he heard the words, and looked at Wang Dongsheng in
disbelief, “Could it be that you…you want to withdraw from the Noirfork Military Region?”

“Wang Dongsheng, you can think about it!”

“If you quit today, your career for decades will be gone.”

“The Military Region will not give you any subsidies or benefits, and completely wipe out
your traces!”

“You regret it now, it’s still too late.”

Wu Yang talked about the pros and cons, trying to keep the old subordinate in front of
him.

However, Wang Dongsheng shook his head: “No need. One’s life, one breath.”

“This military area, I’m a little frustrated, I’m also aggrieved.”

“I figured it out. Old dogs like Orell Lin are not worthy of allegiance and following.”
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“Instructor Chu, such a heroic hero, is worthy of my Wang Dongsheng’s lifelong
following!”

“Commander, take care.”

“I wait, there will be no deadline!”

Wang Dongsheng’s words only sounded like a stone falling to the ground.

After finishing speaking, ignoring Wu Yang’s answer, Wang Dongsheng turned and left,
chasing him in the direction where Mark and others had left.

Only the people behind him looked at each other.

And Wu Yang was also stunned in place, speechless for a long time, dumbfounded!

After a long time, Wu Yang’s eyes were red, and he cursed angrily: “Get out, get out of
here!”

“Do you want to get out of here~”

“Don’t come back!”



“A group of white-eyed wolves, for so many years, after all, they have raised you for
nothing~”

Wu Yang was furious.

The people under this banner left one after another, which undoubtedly made Wu Yang
feel betrayed by others, and made him lose face in front of the soldiers.

Qinglong betrayed the military area and followed Mark. After all, these people were
trained by Mark alone.

But Wang Dongsheng’s departure was a huge blow to Wu Yang.

This is not a face slap, this is a kick!

This is undoubtedly telling the generals of the military region that he is not good enough
to keep people.

Wu Yang never imagined that the commander of his own dignified military region would
one day eat such a big deflation in the hands of a young man.

In this way, in the midst of Wu Yang’s anger and frustration, the farce tonight has
completely come to an end.

On the other side, Wang Dongsheng had already caught up with Mark.

“Uncle Wang, why are you here?”

Seeing Wang Dongsheng, Denren Ye and others immediately surrounded him and
asked in doubt. And the words are extremely cordial.

Wang Dongsheng had the grace of sheltering them, and the people of Qinglong
naturally got close to him.

Facing Denren Ye and others’ inquiries, Wang Dongsheng did not answer. Instead, he
walked straight to Mark, and then knelt directly in front of Mark in the surprised gaze of
Tai Shan and others.

He knelt on his knees and respectfully bowed to Mark: “The instructor of Chu is majestic
and unparalleled.”

“When I left Wrilfill, I, Wang Dongsheng, admired it day and night.”

“Today, I, Wang Dongsheng, dare to ask the Chu instructor to take him in with me.”

“In the future, I, Wang Dongsheng, would like to follow all my life, only the order of the
Chu instructor is to follow!”



Wang Dongsheng’s eyebrows were firm, and his majestic words were just like gold
stones, throwing sound.

Denren Ye and others heard this, but they were surprised and delighted.

The good news is that their Chu instructor can get another general.

What was shocking was that they didn’t expect that their Chu instructor was so charming
that they would conquer military veterans like Wang Dongsheng!

After Mark heard the sound, his expression remained calm.

He stood with his hand in his hand, looking at Wang Dongsheng in front of him blankly,
and said solemnly: “I am now standing on the opposite side of the Noirfork Military
Region.”

“If you follow me, you will definitely be banned by the Noirfork Military Region.”

“Your half-life foundation, the feats and glory created by your military and horses in your
entire life will be gone.”

“You can figure it out clearly, do you really want to follow me?”

Without any hesitation, facing Mark’s question, Wang Dongsheng nodded resolutely and
said: “Instructor Chu, I have already figured it out clearly!”

“Good birds choose woods and dwell, good ministers choose masters and serve.”

“The generation of Wuyang has eyes but no pearls, does not distinguish between right
and wrong, and is not worthy of condemnation.”

“And the instructor of Chu has the posture of the dragon and the tiger leaping, and the
color of the wind and the wind.”

“Peaches and plums, the next from Seikei.”

“Instructor Chu is so capable, I, Wang Dongsheng, is willing to give up half of his career
and follow it to the death!”
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